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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
1.1. OVERVIEW
We have designed a "backgammon program to play
intelligent games. It can make good decisions of the
moves of its checkers. It also can learn from its past
experience. This thesis descrites how this program
works .
This thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter
one gives some "background in Artificial Intelligence and
the tackgammcn game. Chapter two summarizes the history
of the last 30 years of computer game playing hy some
well-known researchers in A.I. field. Chapter three
"briefly descrites the overview of this backgammon pro
gram, including the basic playing, input, move verifica
tion, output, game starting and terminating, and move
generation routines. Chapter four describes implementa
tion & performance of the multiple linear polynomials
decision-making algorithm that was used in this project.
This chapter also discusses different strategies and the
scoring terms that were used in the strategy polynomi
als. Chapter five describes the fast learning algorithm
that was used, and how it improved the performance of
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the program. Chapter six gives sample games that the
program played with a few human competitors and also
analyzes the program's performance. Chapter seven
discusses some future developments, extensions of the
program, and the conclusions that we have from the
result the project.
! INTRODUCTION
One question that has arisen since the advent of
computers is, "does a computer do exactly what it is
told to do and no more
?"
[SIMO 60] . In an attempt to
address this question, Herbert Simon has stated:
"This statement is intuitively obvious, indutitably
true, and supports none of the implications that are
commonly drawn from it. A human teing can think, learn,
and create because the program his biological endowment
gives him, together with the changes in that program
produced by interaction with his environment after
birth, enables him to think, learn, and create. If a
computer thinks, learns, and creates, it will be by vir
tue cf a program that endows it with these capacities.
Clearly this will not te a program - any more than the
human's is - that calls for highly stereotyped aDd
repetitive behavior independent of the stimuli coming
from the environment and the task to te completed. It
"will be a program that makes the system's behavior
THESIS page 5 JANUARY 1963
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highly conditional on the task environment - on the task
goals and on the clues extracted from the environment
that indicate whether progress is being made toward
these goals. It will be a program that analyzes, by some
means, its own performance, diagnoses its failure, and
makes changes that enable its future ef f [SIMO
60].
It is also wrong to conclude that the "intelli
of a computer program cannot exceed that of its
human programmer. The potential cf Artificial Intelli
gence in computer field is the reason that this young
field has advanced so rapidly in the last 30 years. The
dream of A.I. people is that in the near future, machine
intelligence will be able to solve problems which are
currently impossible for human intelligence [FELL 63] .
A favorite area of research in Artificial Intelli
gence is computer programs that play games. Why should
one te interested in game playing? Here are some rea
sons :
Real life problems usually are perceived in such a
vague manner that they are hard to express in a way
acceptable to a computer. Because many of the factors
involved are nonnumeric in nature, they cannot be stated
precisely by those techniques of mathematics which
TBESIS page 6 JANUARY 19S3
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depend on actual numbers for their exposition. Also,
the definitions of terms used in describing real prob
lems are not always understood precisely enough.
Early A.I. researchers (Newell, Shaw & Simon, 1958)
recognized that games were precise and well formulated
and had some of the important characteristics of real
problems. They were mostly nonnumeric in nature, and
their behavior was sufficiently unpredictable to be net
immediately amenable to known mathematical or data pro
cessing techniques. Therefore, it was hoped that as pro
grams were built could learn how to solve games, the
knowledge gained could te transferred tc real problems.
It was also hoped that in the process one would gain
insight into the problem solving process [BANE 80] .
Besides the first two purposes for studying games,
another reason is that it provides a direct contest
between man's wit and machine's wit. In short, game
environments are very useful task environments for
studying the nature and structure of complex protlem-
solving processes.
The purpose of this thesis is tc investigate and
implement several theories of Artificial Intelligence
using a backgammon game program. This program is able to
learn from past experience, make reasonable moves,
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detect all illegal moves made by either players, etc.
Its performance can be put on the expert level among
backgammon players.
1.3. DESCRIPTION QF THE GAME OF BACKGAMMON
Backgammon's history dates back to ancient Sumer,
making it one of the oldest games in existence. It was
played in one form or another in ancient Egypt, Greece,
Rome, Persia, India, China, Japan, Mexico and North
America. More recently, it has been played throughout
the Eastern and Western worlds, making it one of man's
favorite intellectual diversions. It is an ancient and
fascinating game, a gambling game which requires both
luck and skill. With a single roll of the dice, a win
ning position can crumble or a seemingly hopeless posi
tion can be salvaged. Luck keeps the game interesting,
but skillful play always will be rewarded. Backgammon is
actually a game of great strategic richness and subtlety
which must be studied to be fully appreciated.
Eackgammon is a dice-and-board game for two
players. Each player begins the game with fifteen check-
*"
ers of a different color from his opponent's, a pair of
dice, a dice cup, and a doubling cube. Players move
their checkers around the board according to the roll of
the dice. The first player to get all of his checkers
THESIS page S JANUARY 1983
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around and finally off the board is the winner. In this
thesis, the program will be referred to as X, and the
human competitor will te referred to as 0 (opponent).
The starting hoard position is as follows:
X's BAR point X's midpoint
O's inner board O's outer board
0123456 789 10 11 12
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
X's inner board X's outer board
O's BAR point O's midpoint
FIG 1.1
THE INITIAL EOARD
CHECKERS'
DISTRIBUTION
The board consists of 24 triangles called points
and is divided into four quadrants, inner and outer
TBISIS page 9 JANUARY 1983
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board for each player (figure 1.1). X moves in a clock
wise direction, from position 1 to position 24. The
opponent (0) moves in a counterclockwise direction, from
position 24 to position 1.
After rolling a pair of dice, if the numbers on the
dice are not the same, the player either uses each
number to move one checker or uses the total of two
numbers to move one checker. Each number is considered
individually so that when the player uses both numbers
to move one checker, he makes two separate moves in suc
cession. If the numbers rolled on the dice are the same,
the player uses that number four times. The dice number
that needed to move a checker around the board are
called "pip count". For example, if X want to move a
chcker from board position 12 to 20, then he needs 8 pip
counts.
When at least two checkers of one side occupy a
point, the point is said to be "owned", and none of the
opponent's checker can touch down or land there. On any
roll, if the player uses two dice numbers together to
move one of his checkers, then we say this checker uses
cne dice number to touch down a board position and
another dice number to keep moving, eventually landing
at the destination position.
THESIS page 10 JANUARY 1983
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A lone checker is called a "blot". Should a
player's checker land on an opponent's blot, the
opponent's checker has been
"hit"
and is placed on the
"bar'
. The bar is the board positions 0 and 25 on the
board as descrited in figure 1.1. When a checker is hit,
it is placed on the bar, where it is temporarily out of
play. If a player has one or more checkers on the bar,
he cannot move any other checker until all of his check
ers on the bar have been reentered.
Once a player has brought all his checkers into his
inner board, he can begin to remove them. This is called
"bearing off". If a checker is hit by his opponent dur
ing the bearing off process, no more checkers can be
born off until that checker has been trought beck to his
inner board. The first player to bear off all of his
checkers wins the game.
There are three kinds of victory: a normal one for
an agreed stake if the loser has born off at least one
of his checkers. A gammon for twice the stake if the
loser has not born off any of his checkers and a back
gammon for three times the stake if the loser has not
born off a checker and has at least one checker in his
opponent's inner board or on the bar.
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THE HISTORY OF COMPUTER GAME DEVELOPMENT
2.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The history of computer games development started
in the 1950s. Because game situations provide problem
environments which are relatively regular and well
defined, but which afford sufficient complexity in solu
tion generation so that intelligence and symbolic rea
soning skills play a crucial role, computer game
developing always is a favorite area of A.I. research
ers. This chapter will briefly describe some research
ers'
efforts on computer games developing in the last 30
years .
2.2. 1950 - 1959
One of the earliest papers regarding computer games
was written by the famous English mathematician and log
ician, A. M. Turing [TURI 50]. He proposed an Imitation
Game that used a computer to simulate human behavior.
The objective of his paper was to discuss the general
question "Can a machine think ?". The question was to
be decided ty an unprejudiced comparison of the alleged
"thinking
behavior"
of the machine with normal "thinking
THE HISTORY OF COMPUTER GAME DEVELOPMENT
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behavior"
in human beings.
Turing also described a program of chess that was
sufficiently simple to be simulated by hand, without the
aid cf a digital computer. Turing's program considered
all legal moves. In order to limit computation, however,
he was very careful about the
"tinuaticns"
. The program
considered
"continuations"
were sucess moves to the
current board position.
Turing introduced the notation of a
"dead"
posi
tion: One that in some sense was stable (to the point
where the material is not going to change with the next
move), and hence could be evaluated. Turing's program
'
evaluated material at dead positions only. Re made the
value of material dominant in his static evaluation, so
that a decision problem remained only if
"minimaxing"
revealed several alternatives that were require in
material. The
"minimax"
algorithm searches the game
tree and follows the branch that will offer the opponent
miniirun opportunities while giving maximum benefits to
the player searching for a move.
He applied a supplementary additive evaluation to
the positions reached by making the alternative moves.
Although Turing's program was not a very good chess
player, it reached the bottom rung of the human intelli-
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gence ladder.
In 1956 a group at Los Alamos programmed MANIAC I
to play chess [KIST 57] . In the Los Alamos program, all
alternatives were considered? all continuation was
explored to a depth of two moves; the static evaluation
function (fixed depth of the search continuation) con
sisted of a sum of material and mobility measures? the
values were integrated by a minmax procedure, and the
best alternative in terms of the effective value was
chosen for the move.
Because of computation time limits, a major conces
sion was required. Instead of the normal chess toard of
8x6, they used a reduced board, 6x6. For every move, it
took 12 minutes to make a move. Although the resulting
program was a weak player, it could beat a weak human
player. It also was the first example of actual play on
a computer.
In 1957, Alex Bernstein developed a chess-playing
program for the IBM 704 for the full 8x8 board [BEEN
58]. In Eernstein's program, only a fraction of the
legal alternatives and continuations were considered.
There were a series of subroutines, called plausible
move generators, that proposed the moves to be con
sidered. The program considered at most seven alterna-
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tives, which were obtained by operating the generators
in priority order. The program explored continuations
two moves ahead and used the plausible move generators
at each stage, so that, at most, seven direct continua
tions were considered from any given position.
Bernstein's program gave us the first information about
radical selectivity. in move generation and analysis.
This program took 8 minutes to make a move. Its perfor
mance was almost equal to Los Alamos program, but its
computation time was much less, shewing selectivity to
be a very powerful device.
In 1958, Newell, Shaw, and Simon [NEWE 56]
developed a chess program called NSS (their initials)
chess program. One new characteristic of this program
that was the use of numerical additive evaluation func
tions to compare alternatives. This program was organ
ized in terms of a set of goals, which were conceptual
units of chess - King safety, passed Pawns, and so on.
Each goal had several routines associated with it: (1) A
routine that specified the goal. (2) A move generator
that found moves positively related to carrying out the
goal. (3) A procedure for making a static evaluation of
any position with respect to the goal. (4) An analysis
move generator that found the continuations required to
resolve a situation into dead positions.
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The alternative moves came from move generators,
considered in the order of priority of their respective
goals. Each move, when it was generated, was subjected
to an analysis. Which generated an exploration of the
continuations following from the move until dead posi
tions were reached, Static evaluations then were com
puted for them. The performance of this program was
superior to its predecessors.
*
2.3. I960 - 1969
In 1963, A. L. Samuel developed a checker program
that was capable of learning. Basically, this program
played by looking ahead a few moves and evaluating the
resulting board positions much as a human player might
do. "Looking was implemented by computing all
possible next moves, starting with a given board posi
tion. The method of scoring the resulting board posi
tions was in terms of a linear scoring polynomial. Cne
way of looking at the various terms in the scoring poly
nomial was that those terms with numerically small coef
ficients should measure criteria related to intermediate
goals (piece ratio etc). Terms with large coefficients,
then would measure long term goals (winning or losing).
The achivement of these intermediate goals Indicates
that the machine was going in the right direction, such
that the large terms eventually will increase.
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Samuel conducted a series of studies on how to get
a computer to learn to play checkers. He experimented
with three different learning methods - rote learning,
polynomial evaluation functions, and signature tables -
and showed that significant improvement in playing
checkers could be obtained. The learning procedure in
the current thesis is similar to Samuel 's polynomial
evaluation functions. Samuel's program was trained in
several ways, by playing against itself, by playing
against people, and by following published games between
master players. As the program learned more, it improved
slowly but steadily, becoming, in Samuel's words, a
"rather better-than-average novice, but definitely not
... an expert".
In 1966, Donald Waterman developed a computer pro
gram that learned to play draw poker. Draw poker is a
game of imperfect information in which psychological
factors become important. Waterman developed a produc
tion system to encode a set of heuristics for poker, and
he sought to have his program discover these production
rules through experience. He tried three different
learning methods, automatic training (trained by some
bock example), an advice-based method (trained by seme
advise), and an analytic method (trained by analysis the
result of games). Among them, automatic training pro-
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vided the best performance improvement.
'2.4. 1970 - PRESENT
In 1972, James J. Gillogly .published a paper, "The
Technology Chess
Program"
[GILL 72]. Ee used a classic
exhaustive search strategy, showing what can be done by
brute force search in computer games.
In 1974, Arnold K. Griffith submitted his paper, "A
Comparison and Evaluation of Three Machine Learning Pro
cedures as Applied to [ARNO 74]. In this paper he art
fully contested the idea of search and fancy static
evaluations using the game of checkers. He found out
that different learning procedure will give dramati-
cially different result of performance, he also found
out the best learning procedure is automatic learning.
In 1975, Hans Berliner's PhD thesis [BERL 75],
"Chess as Problem Solving; The Development of a Tactics
Analyzer."
dealt extensively with chess. In his thesis,
Berliner advocated sophisticated, goal-directed plausi
ble move generation, drastically trimmed search trees,
and dynamically determined search depth.
In 1979, Berliner developed a backgammon program
called EKG 9.6. In July, 1979, this program defeated
the world backgammon champion, Luigi Villa, by the
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impressive score 7-1 in a $5,000 winner-take-all match.
It was the first time a computer program had beaten a
world champion at any board or card game. In Berliner's
EKG 9.8 program, he used a so called SNAC (Smoothness,
Nonlinearity and Application Coefficients) approach for
his move evaluation. Such an approach strongly depends
upon solid backgammon knowledge. Unlike the test pro
grams for playing chess, EKG 9.8 uses more by positional
judgment than brute calculation. This means that it
plays backgammon much as human experts do.
In I960, David Wilkins [WI1K 60] investigated the
extent to which knowledge can replace and support search
in selecting a chess move. He developed a program called
PARADISE (PAttern Recognition Applied to Directing
SEarch), which finds the best move in tactically sharp
middle game positions from the games of chess masters.
It encodes a large body of knowledge in the form of pro
duction rules. The actions of the rules post concepts in
a data base of chess position and their scoring value
while the conditions match patterns in the board posi
tions in the data base. The program uses the knowledge
base to discover plans during static analysis and to
guide a small tree search which confirms that a particu
lar plan is best. The search is
"small"
in the sense
that the size of the search tree is of the same order of
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magnitude as a human master's search tree.
Once a plan is formulated, it guides the tree
search for several plys and expensive static analyses
are done infrequently. PARADISE avoids placing a depth
limit on the search, ty using a glotal view of the
search tree, information gathered during the search, and
the analysis provided by the knowledge base. PARADISE
exhibits expert performance on any position it has the
knowledge to understand. This program has 3 possible
failures. (1). The best plan is never suggested. (2).
The search becomes unbounded. (3). A mistake is made in
the analysis..
The above summaries only biiefly describe a few
papers of game develop in the last 30 years, but it
shews the trend and progress of the game development
history. We can see that the more recent game program
shews more new techniques and their performance of game
are also much better-
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GAME MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
3.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
This chapter describe the tackgammon game set up
and management program, because the rule of backgammon
is very complicate and have a lot exception, this part
took us quite a while to program it. This is a prolong
but necessary step to let the computer knows the rule of
backgammon .
The literature on game playing programs suggests
that, for most games, building positional judgement of
the current board situation into a program is extremely
difficult. Hence an enormous amount of information gees
into such judgments. Backgammon, however, is not such a
case; it has a domain where it is possible to compare
two situations and make a judgment about which one is
the better without having to worry about an exhaustive
analysis .
The program was developed in three stages: (1) Set
up the basic game playing program. (2) Implement
decision-making process. (3) Implement learning and
improvement process.
GAME MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
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3.2. DATA STRUCTURES
The basic data structure in the backgammon program
represents the game board, illustrated in FIG 1.1. For
the convenience of positional judgment and board evalua
tion used in the decision-making and learning stages, We
chose a simple data structure to describe the board - a
one dimensional integer array of 26 elements (indexed
from 0 to 25). Each element in this array stands for one
position on the toard and contains the numter of check
ers at this position. Element 0 is X's BAR point, ele
ment 25 is the opponent's BAR point. If one element in
this array is positive, then the corresponding beard
position is occupied by X's checkers. If it is negative,
then the corresponding toard position is occupied by the
opponent's checker's). If it is zero, then the
corresponding board position is empty.
At the beginning of each game, the program initial
izes the board's array position 1 to +2, position 6 to
-5, position 8 to -3. position 12 to +5, position 13 to
-5, position 17 to +3, position 19 to +5, position 24 to
-2, and the rest of the positions to zero as illustrate
in FIG 1.1.
After a move is made by either side, the board is
updated. When it is X's move, he makes moves according
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to the dice numbers be rolls. The move is from some
starting position (must be occupied by his checker(s))
to a destination positions (must not have more than one
of opponent's checkers). The starting position will be
decreased by the number of checker(s) that leave this
position. If the content of the destination position is
greater than -1, then it will be increased by the number
of checker(s) that moved to it. If the content of the
destination position is -1, then its content will become
the
checkers'
number that moved to it, and the
opponent's BAR point will be increased by -1.
When it is the opponent's move, a similar board-
updating routine is performed, the only difference teing
that the content of the starting position will te
increased by the number of checkers that leave it, and
the destination position's content will be decreased by
the number of checkers moved tc it. If X's tlot has
been hit, then X's BAR point will be increased by 1.
There are two other memory locations called Xtear-
off and Obearoff. Xbearoff is the number of checkers
that X has born off. Obearoff is the number of checkers
his opponent has born off. When either player bears cne
of his checkers off the board, his bear off location
will increased by 1. Whichever player's bear off loca
tion reaches 15 checkers first, is the winner.
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Because the data structure of the board is so sim
ple, it enables the development of very complicated
position judgment and board evaluation algorithms in the
decision-making and learning stage. This is one reason
that backgammon is one game that is very suitable for
computer game playing.
Another data structure is the move structure which
contains 3 elements.
move pointer
the move scoring val i
a pointer that pointii
i to another move
! structure
move structure
|12-18 17-18
move structure
>|
'move structurj
FIG 3.1
THE LINKED LIST ARRAY OF MOVES STRUCTURE
The first element is a pointer to an integer array
that contains the move positions (starting
positions and destination positions). The second ele
ment is a long integer value that is set by an evalua
tion function in relation to the board after the above
move is made. This reflects the quality of the move in
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this move structure. The third element is a pointer to
another move structure. A moves generating routine gen
erates all the next legal moves to a moves linked list
array. Each element in this array is a move structure as
described above. The program will allocate approximate
memory space to this moves linked list array depending
on how many legal next moves it has (sometimes the legal
next moves are more than one hundred; Other times it rray
be none) .
3.3. BASIC ALGORITHM
The basic algorothm of the overall backgammon pro
gram is described in Figure 3.1. Not considering the
detail algorithm (like decision-making and learning),
the basic algorithm is simple and straight forward, two
players just take turns to make their move, program will
verify their moves, also find out who win the game.
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Input two dice numbers
While two dice numbers are equal
Input another two dice numbers
Decide whose turn it is
While game not over
Select strategy
Show the current board
If it is opponent's turn
Enter opponent's move
While this move is illegal
Enter another move
Update the board according to a legal move
If opponent's bear off location reaches 15 checkers
Opponent win the game and game is over
Else now is program's turn
Pass the selected strategy polynomial to
the evaluation polynomial
Generate all legal next moves
Score all legal next moves and choose the
highest scoring move from them
Teacher enters the move that te thinks is
the best move
Program learns by adjusting polynomial coefficients
until program agrees with teacher's move
Update the board according to this move
If program's bear off location reaches 15 checkers
Program wins the game and game is over
Input the next twc dice numbers
End of while
FIG 3.1.
BASIC ALGORITHM
"'"3.4. USER INTERFACE
All input and output activities are made through a
CRT. At the beginning of execution, the program prints
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a listing of coefficients that are used in the different
strategys'
polynomials. It then requests the player to
enter the dice numbers of the opening roll for each
player. If the two dice numbers are the same, then the
program continues to request another opening roll until
two dice numbers are not equal. The higher dice
number's player uses both dice numbers to make his first
move after which all the moves are taken in turns.
Before each player makes his move, the program prints
out the current board position and whose turn it is.
A move is specified by entering the starting posi
tions and destination positions on the board. For exam
ple, at the beginning of the game, if X's dice numbers
are {6,1}, the move that is selected to input is
expressed as:
12-16 17-18
The 12, 17, 18 stand for the positions on the board as
shewn in FIG 1.1. Each single movement is separated by a
space (like space between 12-18 and 17-18), and the dash
between two integers means
"to*
(12-18 means move one
checker from position 12 to position ie). One rule for
making moves is the movement must be completed. This
means that even though a checker only touches down in
one position (without landing there), this touch down
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movement also must be specified. For example, the dice
roll {6,1} also could make the move:
12-16 18-19
Actually there is only one checker moved from position
12 to position 19. It only touched down on position 18,
but the total movement must be specified, because if
location 16 is owned by the opponent's checkers, this
move becomes illegal.
During the game both player should input the
correct move input according to the rule as described
above, after one player wins the game, the program
prints out who wins the game and which kind of victory
he has - A normal win, A gammon or A backgammon.
3.5. SYSTEM FILES
Two system files are used by the program. One file,
called movefile, is used to keep a record of all the
moves that are made during the game. Before the opponent
makes his moves, he can request tc see this file. After
each game, the movefile constains all moves that were
made during the game, and opponent could check this move
file, figure out what kind errors he had make during the
game.
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The other system file, called coefile, is used to
keep all coefficients that are used in the 5 strategy
polynomials. Each polynomial has one line of coeffi
cients in this file. There are also 3 long integers in
this file for the low boundaries of RUNNING GAME, HOID-
ING GAME, and ATTACKING GAME. The purpose for the 3
lower boundaries is to decide when the current strategy
is not suit for the current board situation any more. If
the highest move scoring value is smaller than the lower
bound, then program will give up the current strategy
and choose another strategy. ALL coefficients are ini
tialized to 50. During the learning process, they are
adjusted up or down depending on the importance of their
corresponding polynomial terms. At the end of each
game, these new, adjusted weights are saved in coefile
and used at the beginning of the next game. It functions
as human's experience and after a few games, the weights
reach relatively stable values.
*
3.6. MOVES VERIFICATION ROUTINES
There are four move verifying routines, two for X's
move verification & two for the opponent's move verifi
cation. The multiple routines are required because back
gammon has 4 different sets of rules for legal moves
depending on the stage of the game. Eecause the rules
of backgammon are very complicated and have many
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exceptions, these four move verifying routines are
rather complex.
A given move made by either player may have 0 to 4
individual movements, depending on the two dice numbers
and the current board position. In every move, the
player must make all possible individual movements. Four
parameters are passed to each of the four verification
routines, the current board array, the move to be
attempted, and the dice numbers. These four routines
return a 0 if they find that the move passed to them is
legal A 1 is returned otherwise. Each player users two
move verifying routines, one for the middle game and
another one for the end game stage, because the rule of
backgammon is different between middle game and end
game, so the each player have to use two different veri
fying routine for different time during the game.
"3.7. MOVES GENERATOR ROUTINES
There are two move generating routines, ALLMOVES
and ALLENDMOVES. ALLMOVES generates all the legal next
moves for X without bear off consideration. ALLENDMCVE
generates all the possible moves that will bear off seme
checker(s). Both routines generates a linked list of
potential moves. Most of the time the program will use
only one of these two move generater, but in some cases,
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both are used. For example, when X has only one checker
left at his outer board and the rest of his checkers are
in his inner beard, he can move bis checkers around the
board without bearing off any of his checkers. He can
also move his outer board checker to his inner board and
bear off some of his checkers. In such a case, both
moves generating routines will be used.
After the move generators are called, the moves
link list of moves produced by
"ALLENDMOVE"
is linked to
the end of
"ALLMOVES"
linked list to form one long
linked list that includes all the legal next moves.
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DECISION MAKING
4.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
This chapter describes how the program chooses the
best move from all the legal next moves. This decision
making process is very important because the better
choice the program can make, the more
"intelligence"
it
shews .
Berliner's backgammon program [BERL 80], in the
central idea was that the evaluation space (the dif
ferent time and different board situations during any
one game) was warped in such a way that in certain parts
of the space, a particular feature could be more impor
tant than it was in other parts. The transition in
importance from one part of the space to another part
was made smoothly, by slowly changing the coefficients
of the move evaluation polynomial. Moreover the transi
tion depends on the other features present. Which means
that the importance of a particular feature is a non
linear function. The features that control the transi
tions are called application coefficients. They are spe
cial slowly changing variables that replace the normal
constant coefficients in the linear polynomial
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evaluation function.
Berliner tried using one giant nonlinear polynomial
evaluation function that was applied to all different
strategies at different times during the game with all
the coefficients charging slowly during the game. Such a
method depends on a master level backgammon player's
knowledge in order to know when and how these coeffi
cients should be changed, and it is not very flexible to
switch among different strategies. The biggest disadvan
tage in Eerliner's BKG .8 was that his program could
not learn, because all the coefficients in his program
depended on the programmer's knowledge of backgammon,
and could not be adjusted by the program itself.
What we have done in the present thesis is this:
Instead of building a single giant polynomial that cov
ers all different strategys, we set up 5 different poly
nomials, each used in different board situations and
different times during the game. In this way each poly
nomial concentrates on only one kind strategy, without
being affected by other considerations that are very
important in other strategies but have nothing to do
with the current one. The program, then, will not te
confused by some contradictory factors which were used
in different strategies. In this a way, each polynomial
will be specifically suitable for the environment tc
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which it applies.
All coefficients of these five polynomials can be
adjusted by the program while it plays with its
opponent, which shows rudimentary learning. Each stra
tegy has a lower bound. Whenever a move's scoring value
from the evaluation function is lower than its lower
bound value, the program will abandon its currently
strategy and check the current board situation to find a
better strategy for the current board situation. It
then starts using the new strategy from X's next roll.
This approach, is called MSIP, for Multiple Switchable
linear Polynomial.
4.2. EVALUATION FUNCTION
The five different strategy polynomials are RUNNING
GAME, HOLDING GAME, ATTACKING GAME, BEAR IN and BEAR
OFF. Each of them has a different number of terms and
different range of coefficient values. The evaluation
function is only two lines of
"c"
code and can be
applied to all five polynomials. It is written in
"c"
as:
for (i = 0? i < lJ i++)
np->polyval += ( (*termpt [i] ) (b, board) * coeffsti]);
Where 1 is the length of the current strategy polyno
mial, and np->polyval is the strategy evaluation value
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of the board after the move in question has been made on
the board. termpt[i] is an array of function addresses.
When using different strategies, different function
addresses will be passed to this array. In (b, board),
"b"
is the board array after a move has beer made, and
"beard"
is the board array before that move was made on
the board. (*termpt [i] ) (b , board) will return an integer
value that was evaluated by a term function, coeffsti]
is an integer array, each element of which is the weight
of a term.
The term value multiplied by its weight will give a
scoring value of one consideration factor for the board
after a move has been made. Each strategy polynomial can
be expressed mathematically as:
1
S =Zi w* * E1
i=l
Where S is the strategy's scoring value of the board
after a move has been made. Wi is the weight of one term
in a polynomial and is always a positive integer value.
Ei is the evaluation value of a term function.
The program will pass each term function two toard
arrays, the toard array before a move was made and the
board array after a move was made. Each term will return
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an integer value which may be positive, zero or nega
tive, depending on what factor this term is considering.
If it is positive, this means that after X has made that
move on the board, his future board development has been
enhanced. If it is zero, this term has no relation to
this move- If it is negative, then this move had a bad
effect on X's future board development. How important
each term is, will depend on its weight.
4.3. STRATEGIES AND THEIR CONSTITUENT TERMS
The five different strategies uses a total of
forty-five terms. Some terms are used only in one stra
tegy, while others are used in more than one. At the
beginning of execution, the RUNNING GAME strategy (also
called NORMAL GAME) will automatically be chosen to make
the move selection. After a few moves, the program will
check who is ahead in the game and how good or how tad
the toard situation is. It then will choose the strategy
that it is test for the current board situation and use
it for X's future move selection. The newly selected
strategy may be switched during the game when it no
longer suits the board situation, but for reasons of
consistency, the program will not let the strategy
switch happen too often.
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RUNNING GAME, HOLDING GAME and ATTACKING GAME stra
tegies are used in the middle game. When the end game
stage is reached, the program will switch to BEAR IN and
BEAR, OFF strategies. When there are more than 11 and
less than 15 of X's checkers in his inner board, and X
needs less than 40 pip counts (the dice numbers needed
to move X's checkers) to move all his outer board check
ers to his inner board, the program will automatically
chcose the BEAR IN strategy for X's future moves selec
tion. After all of X's checkers have moved to his inner
board, the program will begin using the BEAR CF5 stra
tegy for X's future move selectioB.
In this chapter, I'll will only explain a few term
functions here, all the detail of the 45 terms that were
used the five strategies polynomials will te explained
in APFENDIX A : 5 STRATEGIES AND THEIR TERMS.
The RUNNING GAME strategy includes 25 terms. This
strategy will te selected when X is far ahead in the
game. Its goal is to move X's checkers around the hoard
as quickly and safely as pcssitle. Each of the 25
terms'
evaluation functions will give a scoring value to
the new hoard that assumes a move has been made on it.
One of the RUNNING GAME strategy's terms that can
look 2 rolls ahead is the BEENHIT term.
"BEENHIT"
fig-
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ures the probabilities that X's blots will be hit by the
opponent. This term can look two moves ahead. It will
check that after X makes a move, how many X's blots will
left on the toard, and the protabilities of all blots
that will be hit by the opponent's direct shot (within 6
pips in front of X's blot) and indirect shot (more than
6 pips in front of X's tlot) . It also counts how much
ground will he lose. For example, if the board position
20 has an X checker, after having been hit, it must
return to X's BAR point - position 0, and X must rolls
20 more pip counts to let this checker back to position
20 after been hit, X lose 20 pips. This term can te
expressed as:
n
term value = -^~Fi * Li
i=l
where n is X's blot numbers. Pi is the probability that
a given blot will be hit by the opponent. Li is the pip
counts lost when a blot is hit by the opponent. "HITCP-
PONEKT"
is similar to the
"BEENHIT"
term. It can look 3
moves ahead and calculate the probabilities that dif
ferent positions will hit the opponent's blot(s). It
then finds the best position in front of the opponent's
blot(s). If the opponent's next move cannot cover his
blot(s), X's checkers will have the highest probability
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of hitting his opponent's blot(s). BEEBHIT and HITCP-
POENT enable the program to look a few moves ahead
without doing the exhaustive search done by many game
programs. This saves considerable memory and time.
"0BL0T0UT"
will count that after X made a move, how
many of the opponent's blots had been hit by X. Of
course, X would try to hit as many the opponent's tlots
as possible. This term will return a positive value, if
X has a prime (owned 5 or 6 continue points) between
position 16 and 24, then hitting the opponent's blot(s)
will return a very high positive value-
The other two middle game (before X starts bear in
and tear off his checkers) strategies are called HOLDING
GAME (also called PRIMING GAME) and ATTACKING GAME. The
chief objective of HOLDING GAME isfor X to hold a point
or points in the opponent's inner or outer board in
order to prevent him from safely coming home, and to try
to tc trap some of the opponent's checkers behind X's
prime. This strategy will be used when X is behind in
the game by one or two rolls because he cannot keep
using the RUNNING GAME strategy, merely hoping for seme
lucky doubles to bring him ahead in the game. He has to
do something more aggressively in order to change the
board's situation.
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The chief objective of ATTACKING GAME is: X try to
jit and attempt to close out his opponent, usually hit
ting in X's inner board. This strategy will be used
when X is hopelessly behind in the game (at least 3
.rolls behind his opponent). The only hope that X has to
win is to try to bit as many of his opponent's blots as
he can, even though he will leave seme blots, and to try
'to build X's inner points in order to establish an inner
toard prime to hopefully close out the opponent's EAR
checker(s). Those terms which were used in HOLDING GAME
and ATTACKING GAME are the same. Both of them have 26
terms, tut the weights of the terms are very different.
Most of their terms are the same as those terms which
were used in RUNNING GAME. These terms include "POS20",
"p0s18", "p0s5", "p0s21", "p0s4", "p0s19", "pcs22",
"pcs12", "totaipt", "continft", "overload", "eeenhit",
"hitopfonent", "oelotout", "xblotout", "innerblot",
"oinear", "diadchecker", "builders", "duplication",
"diverse", "xblocked", "oblccked", "middlemen", etc.
There are two other terms also used in HOLDING GAME and
ATTACKING GAME strategies. One is "CIOSEOUT", another
one is "HITMEN". In RUNNING GAME, those X's checkers
that in the opponent's inner board are considered as
very bad factors to X. Because when they move toward X's
inner board, they are very easy been hit by the
opponent. But in HOLDING GAME and ATTACKING GAME, it is
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not such case. These checkers become an asset for X,
they are like guns thta point to the opponent's head
when the opponent moves his checkers toward his inner
board, so these X's back checkers should tries to stay
at their position as long as possible, and in the right
time to hit the opponent's blot(s).
There are two other strategies used in the end game
(when X starts to bear in and bear off his checkers) -
These are the BEAR IN and BEAR OFF strategies. BEAR IN
strategy will be used when mcst of X's checkers are in
his inner board with only a few left outside his inner
board. This strategy deals with how to bear X's checkers
into his inner board with or without opposition. It is
also necessary to distinguish between wanting to save a
gammon or win a race while bearing in. There are 9 terms
were used in BEAR IN polynomial .
The last strategy used in the program is the BEAR
OFF strategy. There are 13 terms used in BEAR OEF stra
tegy polynomial, four of which already have been used in
the BEAR IN strategy,
"CLEARRIGHTMOST"
, "0BL0T0UT",
"INNERPTS", "XINBIOT". The other nine terms include:
"TAKEOFF",
"SPREADOUT*
, "OFFEEENEIT", "SPAREMEN",
"DANDERMEN", "INNERGAP", "FORCEGO", "EVENMEN".
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4.4. APPROXIMATE DECISION MAKING TIME
The times needed for the program to select a move
will depending on the number of all the next legal
moves. Normally, rolling doubles will need more time
than rolling two different dice numbers and small dice
numbers will need more time than large dice numbers.
Frcm my experience, decision making never took more than
5 seconds and usually only about 1 or 2 seconds. Compare
this with human
competitors'
speed which is usually
about 20 seconds. We must admit, then, that the
machine's thinking speed is considerably faster than the
human's thinking speed.
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LEARNING AND IMPROVING
5.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
One thing that Berliner's EKG 9.8 program did not
do was learn. The program discussed in this thesis has
this ability. The way it learns is similar on the sur
face to a human's learning behavior. However, the actual
learning mechanism in the program is probably not much
like the mechanisms in the human train.
The learning procedure is as follows: When it is
X's turn to move, the program will select the highest
scoring move from all the legal next move and print this
move out through the CRT. Then it will ask the teacher
to enter a move which will te considered as the test
move. After the teacher has entered his move, the pro
gram begins adjusting the polynomial's weights (as
described below) until the teacher's move becomes the
highest scoring among all legal next moves. The program
then will make this move on the toard. If the teacher's
move is the same as the program's initial selection in
the teglnning, then all weights of the polynomial will
not te changed. In this way, the teacher can teach the
program to play different levels of games. He can use
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world champion game examples to teach the program tc
play expert level games. He can also use some beginner's
game examples to teach the program to play very poor
games. How good the program plays will depend on the
weights in the coefficients file which depend on which
kind of games the teacher was taught the program.
5.2. FAST LEARNING
Many programs described in the liturature were
capable of improving their performance by their past
experience, but most of them learned only after a com
plete game had been played. By the result of winning or
losing the game adjustments to the strategies are made.
This made of learning requires many games and only can
do seme general adjustments to the strategies that were
used during the games. Obviously, with the gradualarity
of change so large, becomes slow and inefficient.
The learning algorithm that was used in the MSLP
program is called the Fast Learning Algorithm (FLA). It
learns after every move and needs only 3 to 4 game exam
ples from some backgammon instructional books to become
a
"good"
player. What the teacher needs to do is enter
all the moves according to the book's game examples.
After learning from the sample games, the program can
play almost as well as the player who played the sample
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games. Such learning algorithms save a lot time of
learning and the teacher doesn't need to have a vast
amount knowledge of the games. In fact, anyone can use
some backgammon bocks' game samples to teach this pro
gram to play expert level games. The ability of the game
playing program then will not be limited by the
teacher's ability.
5.3. LEARNING ALGORITHM
The learning routine used in this program is called
"LEARNING". Its algorithm is as follows:
11, b2 are two temporary board arrays, both ini
tialized to the current board array. The program's best
move will made on bl, the teacher's move will made on
b2. FIGURE 5.1 shews the learning algorithm.
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Copy original board array to b2
Make teacher's move on b2
Whilel teacher's move still not the best move
Calculate teacher move's evaluation value
Copy original board array to tl
Make current test move on bl
If current best move is teacher's move
Learning finish, exit whilel loop
Else
For each term, figure difference in term values between
teachers move and currnt best move
While2 current best move's evaluation value greater
than teacher move's evaluation value
For each term value
If teacher move's term value is smaller than
current best move's term value
Then decrease the corresponding weights.
If teacher move's term value is greater than
current best move's term value
Then increase the corresponding weights
Use the new weight's polynomial to evaluate
both teacher move's total scoring value and
best move's total scoring value
End of while2
Select the highest scoring move from all next moves
End of whilel
Copy the new polynomial's coefficients array tc the
coefficient file
FIG 5.1.
LEARNING ALGORITHM
The idea of the learning algorithm is to keep com
paring two moves, the teacher's move and the current
best move. At the beginning of the learning procedure,
the teacher's move may not have the highest value among
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all legal next moves. If this is so, then the program
will find the current highest scoring move and compare
every one of its term's values to the corresponding
teacher move's term values. If the term value for the
teacher's move is lower than that for the test move, the
corresponding weight will te decreased. If the term
value for the teacher's move is higher than that for the
best move, the corresponding weight will be increased.
Using this weight adjust mechanism, the teacher's
move eventually will score higher than the current best
move. The program then will use the new adjusted weight
to reevaluate the legal moves checking to see whether
the teacher move is now the highest scoring among all
legal moves. If it still is not, then the coefficient
adjustment cycle is repeated until the teacher's move
finally outscores all other legal roves.
In the learning algorithm, we are not always
increasing or decreasing the weights by the same value.
The magnitute of the change will depend en each weight's
past history of change. In the weight adjustment cycle,
if a weight usually increases, it means this weight's
value should be much higher. The more times it is
increased, then, the higher will be the value added to
it. For example, the first time a weight is increased
by 3. If it should be increased again, then it will be
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increased ty 6. The third time, it will be increased by
9, etc. Similarly, decrementing the weights also is done
the same way, except when a weight reaches 1, it will
not te decreased any more. An integer array called xlis
used to store the terms "record". The program compares
the teacher's term value to the corresponding current
test move's term value. If the teacher's term scores
higher than the current test move's, then the correspcn-
ing xl array's element will te increased ty 1 . If the
two terms areal , then the corresponding xl array's ele
ment will not changed. If the current best move term
value outscores the teacher's move, the corresponding xl
array's element will be decreased by 1. In this way, the
xl array will record all
terms'
past performance. There
are four different situations in changing the weights of
the polynomial: for every element, in the xl array: (1)
If the element should be decreased and its current value
is already negative, also if its corresponding weight
suttracts by 3 times the xl array corresponding
element's value is greater than zero, then the
corresponding weight will be decreased by 3 times this
element's value. (2) If this element should be
decreased, and its current value is positive, also if
the corresponding weight subtracts by 2 is greater than
zero, then the corresponding weight will be subtracted
by 2. (3) If this element should te increased, and its
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current value is greater than zero, then the correspond
ing weight will be added by 3 times the xl array
corresponding element's value. (4) If this element
should be increased, and its value is negative, then the
corresponding weight will be added by 2.
w ~z4. APPROXIMATE LEARNING TIMES
The time that the program needs for learning is
much more than the move selection time. The learning
time depends on the scoring value of the teacher's move.
If at the beginning of a learning cycle, the teacher's
move scores very low compared with all legal next moves,
then the learning time will be very long, sometimes more
than one minute. On the other hand, if the teacher's
move scores scoring value is high among all legal next
moves, then the learning process takes only a few
seconds. Normally, after teaching the program a few
games, the learning time decreases dramatically for each
move, because the program's moves and the teacher's
moves are much closer. One thing that should te men
tioned here is that when designing terms in the strategy
polynomials, these terms must not contradict each other,
otherwise the learning process will become an infinite
loop .
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PROGRAM PERFORMANCE
6.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTCN
The performance of the MSLP program will be
described in this chapter. After using 4 different stra
tegy game examples (including RUNNING GAME, HOLDING
GAME, ATTACKING GAME and a MIXING STRATEGY GAME) from a
backgammon instructional book to teach the program, the
program wins 902 of its games against human competitors.
Although it never had chance to compete with master
level players, the players it did play admitted that the
program played a very strongly game. Unless the dice
numbers it rolls are very bad, it should have very high
chance of winning.
At the beginning of the first game, all weights in
the coefficients file are set to 50. After using the
learning algorithm that was described above, all weights
are adjusted up or down depending on the importance of
their corresponding terms. After playing 4 games that
were selected from a backgammon instructional book, the
five strategies weights were as follows:
(1) RUNNING GAME WEIGHTS
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE
50 50 50 26 50 50 50 14 2 50 10 89 2 5 50 2 50 50 50 12
12 2 14 20 2 30
(2) HOLDING GAME WEIGHTS
50 2 250 207 1 50 827 2 3 1223 1250 1 123 3 1100 2 122 50
5 1 123 79 250e 1664 87 1110
(3) ATTACKING GAME WEIGHTS
52 53 310 166 219 45 778 3 6 3 7 6 670 3 663 5 3 47 6 5
663 5 987 73 96 5
(4) EEAR IN WEIGHTS
92 86 41 29 41 54 8 50 50
(5) EEAR OFF WEIGHTS
96 5 5 2 44 50 2 5 50 50 338 50 60
From the weights that were described above, we can
see that the three middle game weights are
very different from one another, although most of their
terms are the same. When the program using the above
weights plays human competitors, the results shows that
the program knows when and how to make reasonable moves.
In this chapter, I will use two game examples to
demonstrate the program's performance. In both examples,
X will stand for the program's checker, and 0 will stand
for opponent's checker. On the board, each X's checkers
will be represted by positive numbers while the
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opponent's will be represted by negative numbers.
.2. FIRST EXAMPIE
The first game example is illustrated in Appendix
B: GAME EXAMPIE ONE. It is a simple race game, and only
tock 37 rolls, compared to GAME EXAMPLE TWO'S 60 rolls.
It is a short game. Basically, in GAME EXAMPLE ONE the
program used a RUNNING GAME strategy, running it's
checkers around the board as quickly and safely as pos
sible.
The program got off to a good start, running a tack
checker out and safely landing on board position 12 on
the first roll. After roll 5, X had built a strong
inner board (occuppied position 19, 20 and 22), and is
22 pip counts ahead in the game. Now the program made up
his mind to use a RUNNING GAME strategy for future move
selections. On roll 7, the program ran his second back
checker out from the opponent's inner toard, but unfor
tunately this checker was immediately hit by the
opponent on his next roll. X lost 9 pip counts, but he
still was ahead in the game, so it continued to used the
RUNNING GAME STRATEGY.
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Roll 11 for X
X to play {6,4}
0 123456789 10 11 12
0 0 0 1-2-2-3-2-3 0 0-1 3
0-2 02024021000
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 16 17 16 15 14 13
After roll 10, the opponent had built a strong 5
points prime from position 4 to 8. The single X checker
left on position 3 is really in danger now, and X's only
chance to run this checker out of the opponent's 5
points prime is that whenever he rolls a dice number 6,
use this dice number 6 to move his back checker out of
the cpponent's prime immediately. On roll 11, X rolls a
{6,4}, the program correctly used the dice number 6 to
move his back checker from position 3 to position 9.
Moreover, because the single X checker on position 9
still was pointed by the opponent's checker on the board
position 11, the program wisely use dice number 4 to
keep moving this checker from position 9 to 13. Now he
has not only run both his checkers out, he also has made
all his blots safe and has only two indirect shots left
at 6 and 11. Right now the RUNNING GAME strategy is
working very well.
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Roll 13 for X
X to play {5,3}
0123456769 10 1112
0 0-2 0-2-2 -3 -2-1 0 0-1 3
0002024-2 21001
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
After roll 12, X's two blots on position 13 and 16
present an immediate danger. Since the opponent has
closed 4 points in his inner board, if any of X's blots
are hit by the opponent, he will be in danger of being
closed out. He must, therefore, save both of his blots
on his next roll. On roll 13, X rolls {5,3} and smartly
moves 12-17 13-16. With a single number, 3, X safeties
both his blots and avoids the danger of been hit. He
also uses the dice number 5 to move one extra checker
from position 12 to 17, instead of wasting this dice
number in his inner board.
Roll 15 for X
J to play {4,4}
0 1 23456789 10 11 12
0 0-2-2 -2 -2-3-1 0 0 0-1 2
0002024-2 320 00
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
Roll 15 is a critical moment for X. Although X is
ahead in the game, the opponent still occupies the 18
point, and he has closed 5 points in his inner board. If
X left any blot in the next few rolls, and this blot
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were hit by the opponent, X probably will lose a gammon
(he will lose twice the stake). So now X's highest
priority is to try to move his outer board checkers to
his inner toard as safely as possitle. He rolls a dcu-
tle 4, moves two checkers from position 12 to position
20, this leaves 5 checkers outside his inner toard, tut
they are very close to his inner toard enabling him to
move his cuter board checkers to his inner board more
easily. Any other moves will either force him to leave a
blct in his outer board or waste a few pip counts in his
inner board, which would slow down X's bear off pro
cedure .
Roll 17 for X
X to play {5,4}
0 1 23 4567 89 10 11 12
0 0-2-2-2-2-4 0-1 0 0 0 0
0002044-2 32000
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 ie 17 16 15 14 13
On this roll 17, the program correctly moves 16-21
16-20, moving two checkers from X's outer board to his
inner board without leaving any blot.
After roll 16, the opponent brings his two rearmost
checkers closer to home, which makes future contact
impossible. For the rest of this game , the only con
sideration will te how tc move as fast as possible and
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bear off as efficiently as possible. On each roll, X
tries to bear off as many checkers as possible. If he
cannot bear off any more checkers, then he uses the dice
number(s) to fill up his inner board gap(s). After roll
37, X had tern off his last checker and the opponent
still had 3 checkers in his inner toard. X then, wins a
normal game.
6.3. SECOND EXAMPIE
The second game example is illustrated in Appendix
B: GAME EXAMPLE TWO. Thwas game is played by the program
against one of my thesis committee members, Mr. Warren
Carlthers. He is an experienced Backgammon player and
kncws a lot strategies of Backgammon. This game example
took 80 rolls - much longer than the first game example.
In this game, the program uses all five strategies at
different times, so it is a good example for illustrat
ing the capabilities of the program.
At the beginning of this game, the program uses the
RUNNING GAME strategy. After roll 7, the board situa
tion was as follows:
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Roll 8 for X
X to play {4,5}
0 1 23 456789 10 11 12
I 0-2 0 -2 -
L 0 0 0 2
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
0 2 - 0 -2 0 0 0 3
0 -1 4 2 2 0 0 0 -5
The opponent had run cne of his back checkers out
from X's inner board and is 9 pips ahead. The program
figures out that the RUNNING GAME strategy is not useful
any more, so it selects another strategy - the HOLDING
GAME strategy. Now X has dice number 4 and 5, he decides
tc make the move, 12-16 12-17. Readers may ask why the
program give up the 12 point and left a blot there? The
reason is that: X's main objective now is to build a
strong inner board prime to try to block the opponent's
checker that was on the position 24. He therefore,
brings as many checkers as possible close to his inner
beard. The blot on position 16 should be considered as a
builder to his inner board point, and the blot on posi
tion 12 was forced to to leave, but it only can be hit
by the dice number 1. Compare tc all other options, this
blot was the safest one.
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RolL 10 for X
X to play {2,1}
0 1 23456789 10 11 12
2 0-301
3 1 0 0-2
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
0 2 0 0 -2 -2 e - 0 1
0 -1 0 0 0 2 4 2 -
For roll 10, X moves 12-14 19-20. 12-14 saves the
blot en position 12, 19-20, diversifies the builders.
Now positions 16, 17, 19, 20 all have one builder (the
two checkers that occupy a point do not count as build
ers unless one wants to give up this point, otherwise
these two checkers cannot move any one of them).
Boll 12 for X
X to play {5,1}
0 123456769 10 11 12
0 2 0-3 0-2-3 0-2 0-2 0 0
0000-13323101-2
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
On roll 12, all the efforts that X has made on
rolls 8 and 10 are rewarded. Because cf the builders on
position 16 and 20. he can use the dice numbers 5 and 1
to hit the opponent's blot on position 21 and occupy
that point. X now has formed a very strong 5 point
prime, a strong HCIDING GAME position.
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Roll 14 for X
X to play {3,3}
0 1 23 4567 89 10 11 12
I 0-3 0-2-3 2 -3
I -1 0 2 2 3 2 3
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
0 2 C 0 _*2 0 -1 *-^ 0
0 0 To 0 0 1 0
In roll 14 X grabs the chance to make the move, 1-4
4-7 7-10 14-17, which not only runs one of his back
checkers out but also hit the opponent's blot on posi
tion 10. X now is ahead in the game, and if he can bring
all bis checkers safely to his inner board and make a 6
points prime, he will have a great chance to win a gam
mon. After a few unlucky rolls, though, X's blots were
hit by the opponent, and were not able to enter the
toard. From roll 20 to roll 46, the only thing X can do
is try to enter his EAR checkers on the toard. The
opponent starts tc tear off his checkers on roll 43,
while X still has 3 checkers in the opponent's inner
hoard .
Roll 48 for X
X to play {3,2}
0 1 23456769 10 11 12
1-4 0-120-4 0 00 000
0200022240000
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
At roll 46, X is 106 pip counts tehind his
opporent. In other words, unless he can do something
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special, he will lose the game. The program now starts
using the ATTACKING GAME strategy, hoping to hit one of
the opponent's blots and close it out. On roll 47, the
opponent was forced to leave a tlot on position 3. X is
lucky enough to roll a 3 on roll 48, so he immediately
hits this tlot, trying to tuild a strong inner toard
prime .
Roll 50 for X
X to play {4,4}
01 23456789 10 11 12
0-6 0021-4 000000
020-1022240000
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
This is a critical position for X. If he lets the
opponent's blot on position 22 gets away, it is almost
certain he will lose the game. The program correctly
makes the move. 17-21 17-21 18-22 16-22. He wisely
gives up board position 18 to hit the opponent's blct.
Now that he occuppies 5 of his 6 inner board points, it
will very difficult for the opponent's BAR checker to
enter the board. After roll 54, X completely closes out
his inner beard, and although the opponent has only one
checker on the EAR, he is not able to make any move. Now
it is X's turn to approach victory.
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Roll 64 for X
X to play {3,6}
01 23456789 10 11 12
0-6-1000-3 0000 00
-1223224000000
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
Ey roll 64 X has moved all his checkers to his
inner board, so the program starts using the EEAR OFF
strategy. Because the opponent still has one checker in
his BAR pcint, the highest priority for X now is to
leave no blcts in his inner board. Most players on this
roll will make the move, 19-off 22-off, leaving the
board situation as follows:
0 6 7 e 9 10 11 12
0-6-1000-3 000000J
i
i
-1222223000000!
i
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
This position is very danger for X, because he has
an isolated checker on position 19. On his next roll, if
he rolls a 6, he will be forced to leave a blot on the
board, and if this blot is hit by the opponent, he will
lose the game. The program smartly make a much safer
move, 19-22 19-off. This bears off only one checker, but
no matter what dice numter he rolls later, all his
checkers will te safe.
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Roll 66 for X
X to play {2,^}
0 123456789 10 11 12
0-6-1000-3000000
-1224222000000
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
On roll 66, some readers might make the move. 20-
off 20-22. It looks safe, but this move will leave the
toard position as follows:
0 1 c 3 4 K 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
i
0 -6 -1 0 0 0 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0 !
i
-1 2 c 5 2 0 2 0 e 0 0 0 0 I
_ i
25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
This move tears off one checker, and doesn't leave
any blot on X's inner board. On X's next roll, however,
if he rolls a {6,1} or {5,1}, he will be forced to left
a blot on position 19 or 20. The program detects this
potential danger and selects the safest move 19-21
19-
24. Although he didn't tear any checkers off the toard,
he makes sure that there will be no accidents happening
to him.
On roll 66, the opponent rolls {6,3}. His EAR
checker is forced to leave, and the rest of the game is
just a simple race. The program abandons the defensive
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EEAR OFF strategy, starting to tear off as many checkers
as possible on every roll. On roll 60, X bears off his
last checker and the opponent still has 4 checkers on
the toard. The program wins again.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS
7.1. CONCLUSIONS
With our MSLP program, we have tried to implement
some of the features of the latest game playing program.
We also have shown that a program can have the ability
to acquire its own decision making process given the
judgment criteria. Finally, we have shown that machines
can learn just as human beings.
From the performance of our MSLP backgammon pro
gram, we find out that machines not only can do seme
things that people can do, but also that their perfor
mance may be better than that of most people. Our dream
is that in the near future, machines can solve those
problems that currently cannot be solved by human intel
ligence. However, as with all things on this side of
paradise, a lot of difficult things remain to be done.
In the MSLP program certain extensions and enhance
ments could greatly increase its performance. Our hope
is that at least some of the following enhancements will
be implemented at a future time.
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7.2. WEEN TO OFFER OR ACCEPT DOUBLE
Doubling is one of the most difficult techniques of
backgammon; correct doutling decision alone will give a
player an enormous advantage over his opponent. Doubling
comes down to deciding whether your position is too good
to double, not good enough or just right. The crucial
issue is how the position will have changed by the next
time you have a chance to double. There are 441 possi
ble situations that must be considered, and it will take
a lot machine time to evaluate all these situations.
Doubling in backgammon depends very strongly on
timing. If one offers the double too early (your board
situation is not strong enough for the double), a few
unlucky rolls will force you to lose twice the stake. On
the ether hand, if you offer the double too late (your
board situation is too strong for the double), then your
opponent may have the chance to concede the game, and
only lose a normal game instead of losing a gammon or a
backgammon. This is the reason that when to offer a dou
ble is very difficult to decide even for expert backgam
mon players.
The MSLP program doesn't have the ability to decide
when to offer a double or when to accept or refuse a
double, however, I considered tuilding two doutling
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methcds into it.
The first method is this: For each of the five dif
ferent strategy polynomials, set up an upper bound and a
lower bound. Whenever one move is selected by the
current strategy polynomial, the program will compare
this move's scoring value with the current strategy's
higher bound and lower bound. If the program currently
owns the double cube, and this scoring value is greater
than the higher bound, then the program will offer a
double. If the opponent currently owns the double cube,
and he offers a double, the program will compare its
last move's scoring value with the current strategy's
lower bound. If this move's scoring value is lower than
the lower bound, then the program will refuse the
opponent's double offer and concede the game. If this
move's scoring value is higher than the lower bound,
then the program will accept the double offer.
The second method of doubling is this: Set up
another evaluation polynomial for the double strategy,
just like the other five strategy polynomials. This
polynomial also has a few terms, each one returing an
integer value after evaluating the current board situa
tion. The double polynomial will add all the
terms'
values together. This polynomial also will have five
pairs of higher and lower bounds for each strategy. The
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program would compare the double polynomial's current
value with the higher and lower bounds to decide when to
offer double or when to accept or refuse the opponent's
double offer. In both methods, to offering or accepting
dcutle most of the time will te done only once, because
it is very seldom for a player have the chance to offer
or accept double more than once during any game. When
ever the program decides to offer or accept a double,
then each pair of those higher or lower
bounds'
values
will be increased, in order to make sure the second dou
ble offer or acceptance would not be made too easily-
7.3. MORE STRATEGIES AND MORE TERMS
In this MSLP program, there are five strategies
including RUNNING GAME, HOLDING GAME, ATTACKING GAME,
EEAR IN and BEAR OFF strategies, and there are also 45
terms that are used in these five polynomi
als. However, it is never enough. Whenever new stra
tegies are developed, or new terms found that are very
important to the evaluation functions, they also should
be considered. As was mentioned in Chapter 3, the MSLP
program is easily extensible. Whenever new strategies
or new terms are found, they easily can be fit into this
program without changing or rewriting very much. The
more tackgammon knowledge built into this program, the
better its performance will be. The MSLP program was
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designed for almost unlimited extensions of strategies
and terms.
7.4. COMBINE LOOK AHEAD METHOD INTO THIS PROGRAM
A typical chess program investigates a great many
legal next moves. The possible continuations usually
are implemented in the form of a tree structure. One
branch of the tree is followed until the program
encounters a reason for terminating the search. The pro
gram then applies an evaluation function to the termi
nal position to arrive at a quantitative value that
expresses which player is in a better position and by
how much. Such a method is called a look-ahead approach.
In chess programs the branches are usually followed tc a
prearranged maximum depth. The average branching factor
for chess is about 35. A fast chess program can search
to a depth of six plies in about three minutes which is
the time limit in most tourment games. In backgammon,
however, there are 21 possible rolls on each move and
from zero to over one hundred ways of playing each roll
(average are 20 ways of playing each roll). The branch
ing factor, then is more than 400 on each roll, so that
an exhaustive search would take a very long time for
even a single move. This is the main reason that I
didn't use look-ahead in the MSLP program. A modified
look-ahead, however, could make a significant
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improvement in the program's performance. The modified
lock-ahead method could be as follows: during every turn
of the program's move selection, the program selects the
five test moves from all the legal next moves, and then
performs a search on these tranches only. The search
could go to a depth of 6 or so plies in the game tree.
For each of the 6 plies, the program would select only
the best five moves, so the total number of the
evaluated moves for any given board position would be
105. This number of moves is solvable by the current
system.
Such look-ahead method certainly will cut down the
time needed for the conventional brute force searching
algorithm, but it also has a trade-off in that it will
over-look many good moves. The modified look-ahead
method will slow down the program's move selection pro
cedure dramatically (right now it only takes a few
seconds to select a move), but the look ahead method
will make the program behavior much more like a master
backgammon player - always looking ahead more moves than
the ether players.
7.5. GENERATING STRATEGIES AN! TERMS EY PROGRAM
ITSEIF
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So far computer gameprograms'consideration fac
tors are built in by the programmers who wrote the pro
gram. If we can figure out a learning method so that the
program can generates strategies and terms by itself
while it is playing against some competitors, then the
capatility of the program will become greatly enhanced.
It would be able to find out all the possible ways for
improvements and enhancements, and the games it played,
the more stronger it would become, I wonder, if such a
day comes, hew many human board game champions could
retain their positions.
More pages could be written, and more extensions
could be done on the MSLP backgammon program to enhance
its performance. However, it comes down to time and
resources. We hope that all the approaches of Artificial
Intelligence that had discussed in this thesis will grow
and thrive. We also hope that the decision making and
learning techniques used in the MSLP backgammon program
some day can be applied to the real world (like plant
control, robots, ...). We believe that machine intelli
gence will become the most valuable resource for the
future.
The five different strategies uses a total of
forty-five terms. Some terms are used only in one stra
tegy, while others are used in more than one.
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The RUNNING GAME strategy includes 25 terms. There
are "POS20", "F0S18", "PCS5", "PCS21", "POS4", 'POS19",
"fcs22", "p0s12", "totalpt", "continpt", "overload",
"beenhit", "backmen", "hitofpont", "obiotcut", "xbio-
tcut'',
"innerblct"
, "01mar",
"deadceecker"
, "builders",
"dipliicaticn", "diverse", "xelocked", "oblocked", "mid
dlemen". This strategy will be selected when X is far
ahead in the game. Its goal is to move X's checkers
around the board as quickly and safely as possible.
Each of the 25
terms'
evaluation functions will give a
scoring value to the new board that assumes a move has
been made on it. These 25 terms include: "POS20",
"FCS18", "F0S5", "P0S21", "P0S4", "P0S19", "P0S22",
"P0S12", which are some important positions on the
board. Whoever occupies (has two or more checkers on)
these positions first will have advantages in his future
board development. Some of these positions have defen
sive purposes and some, offensive. The positional terms
will return a positive value if the position is occupied
by X and a zero otherwise.
"TOTALFT"
counts the number cf points that X had
occupied, and returns that number.
"CONTINPT"
will count
frcm board position 16 to 24 contiguous how many con
tiguous points. For example, if X occupies board posi
tion 17, 16, 19, 20, then he occupies 4 contiguous
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points. If X also occupied the 22 point, X still would
have 4 contiguous points because the 22 point is not
continous with the other points. The more contiguous
points X owned, the more difficult for opponent's to
pass by.
"OVERLOAD", checks the board to see how many use
less checkers X has (more than 3 checkers on one posi
tion). This term will return a negative value. "BACK-
MEN", will count how many of X's checkers still remain
between positions 0 and 7. These tack checkers are far
away from X's inner toard and they need high dice
numters to move them around the beard. During the move
ment, they are very easily hit ty the opponent, so this
term will return a negative value.
"BEENHIT"
figures the probabilities that X's blots
will be hit by the opponent. This term can look two
moves ahead. It will check that after X makes a move,
how many X's blots will left on the board, and the pro-
tatilities of all blots that will be hit by the
opponent's direct shot (within 6 pips in front of X's
blct) and indirect shot (more than 6 pips in front of
X's blot). It also counts how much ground will he lose.
For example, if the board position 20 has an X checker,
after having been hit, it must return to X's BAR point -
position 0, and X must rolls 20 more pip counts to let
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this checker back tc position 20 after been hit, X lose
20 pips. This term can be expressed as:
n
term value = - X H * Li
1=1
where n is X's blot numbers. Pi is the probability that
a given blot will be hit by the opponent. Li is the pip
counts lost when a blot is hit by the opponent. "HITOP-
FONENT"
is similar to the
"BEENHIT"
term. It can look 3
moves ahead and calculate the probabilities that dif
ferent positions will hit the opponent's blot(s). It
then finds the best position in front of the opponent's
blot(s). If the opponent's next move cannot cover his
blct(s), X's checkers will have the highest probability
of hitting his opponent's blot(s). BEEBHIT and HITOP-
PCENT enable the program to look a few moves ahead
without doing the exhaustive search done by many game
programs. This saves considerable memory and time.
"OBLOTCUT"
will count that after X made a move, how
many of the opponent's blots had been hit by X. Of
course, X would try to hit as many the opponent's blots
as possible. This term will return a positive value, if
X has a prime (owned 5 or 6 continue points) between
position 16 and 24, then hitting the opponent's blot(s)
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will return a very high positive value.
"XBLOTOUT"
will
count that after X made a move, how many X's blots will
be covered or entered some save area of the board. Less
blots means fewer chance will X te hit by the opponent.
"INNFEELOT"
will count how many of the opponent's
blct(s) in his inner board (board position 1 to 6). If
the opponent has blot(s) in his inner board, X is wil
ling to left some blot(s) between position 13 to 18. The
reason is, if X's blot(s) were hit by opponent, on X's
next roll, X's EAR checker(s) will have chance to hit
the opponent's blot(s) in his inner board (this is
called return shot), and the opponent will lost more
ground than X. So the opponent will more hesitantly to
hit X's blot(s), and X has more chance to use his outer
board blots to build some important points in his inner
board. This term consider some factors involve psychol
ogy. "OIKBAR", if the opponent's EAR point has more than
one of his checkers, then the opponent must enter his
EAR checkers before he can move any checker around the
board, so X's blot(s) (except tetween position 19 and
24) will te safe tefore the opponent enters all his EAR
checkers. In such situation, X should try to set up some
builders (even blots) in his outer
boar*
, hoping before
the opponent enters all his EAR checkers, X could occupy
some important points in his inner board.
"DFADCHECKER"
,
during the early stage of the game, any checker on board
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position 23 or 24 is completely useless, and they are
out of the game. One important principle in backgammon
is instead of viewing checkers as liabilities to be got
ten around the toard, it is more useful to consider them
as positive assets to used constructively. So the more
checkers in position 23 or 24, the more negative value
this term will return to the polynomial evaluation func
tion. "BUILDERS", is a term that consider taking some
risks but will good for the future board development. In
order to occupy some important points of offensive or
defensive purposes, X should not wait passively hoping
for a lucky numbers. Instead, X must use his checkers
actively as building blocks, positioning them to bear on
points he wish to make so that the greatest number of
dice rolls will be useful, (by tearing on a point, we
mean positioning a checker so that it is 6 pips or less
away from the point you wish to make, so that one numter
on one dice can bring the builder to the point). Those
important points include toard position 21, 20. 18, 5,
4, or the hole(s) in X's prime. "DUPLICATION", the idea
of this term is to restrict the numter of good rolls the
opponent has. For instance, duplicating the numbers your
opponent need to hit. The principle is that if X must
leave more than one checkers exposed, try to leave them
exposed to the same number, thus minimizing the number
of ways to be hit. In other words, let the dice numbers
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that your opponent needs as few as possible. Some other
dice numbers that the opponent needs include: The dice
numbers that the opponent needs to enter his EAR
checker(s). The dice numbers that the opponent needs to
move his trapped checker(s) close to X's 4 or 5
points'
prime. The dice numbers that the opponent needs to cover
his blct(s). The dice numbers that the opponent needs to
complete his prime. The dice numbers that the opponent
needs to enter his BAR checkers. "DIVERSE", diversifi
cation and duplication are complementary techniques.
The opponent wants to duplicate the favorite numbers
that X may rolls, and X want to diversify his good
numbers, or avoid having them duplicated. X tries to
create positions where as many different numbers as pos
sible will be advantageous for X. Those dice numbers
that X needs include: The dice numbers that X needs to
hit the opponent's blot(s). The dice numbers that X
needs tc escape from the opponent's broken prime. The
dice numbers that X needs to cover his blot(s). the
dice numbers that X needs to close to opponent's 4 or 5
prime. The dice number that X needs to enter
his BAR checkers(s).
"XBLOCKED"
, will check whether the
opponent had fcrmeds a prime between board position 1
and 6 7 if the opponent had formed a prime, then all
X's checker's that were trapped behind his prime will be
very difficult to escape. The more X's checkers were
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trapped, the higher negative value this term will
return. "OELOCKED", on the contrarily, will check
whether X forms a prime between board position 18 to 24
? if X has a prime, then the more opponent's checker(s)
trapped behind this prime, the higher positive value
this term will return. "MIDDLEMEN", on the later stage
of the game, X's middle point (the board position 12)
will be no longer a important landing point for X's back
checkers. Those checkers on this point should move as
fast and safety as possible to X's inner board points,
else they will be very easy been hit by the opponent
when they are forced to leave the middle point.
The other two middle game (before X starts bear in
and bear off his checkers) strategies are called HOLDING
GAME (also called PRIMING GAME) and ATTACKING GAME. The
chief objective of HOLDING GAME isfor X to hold a point
or points in the opponent's inner or outer board in
order to prevent him from safely coming home, and to try
to tc trap some of the opponent's checkers behind X's
prime .
The chief objective of ATTACKING GAME is: X try to
hit and attempt to close out his opponent, usually hit
ting in X's inner toard. This strategy will te used
when X is hopelessly behind in the game (at least 3
rolls behind his opponent). The only hope that X has to
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win is to try to hit as many of his opponent's blots as
he can, even though he will leave some blots, and to try
to build X's inner points in order to establish an inner
board prime to hopefully close out the opponent's EAR
checker(s). Those terms which were used in EOIDING GAME
and ATTACKING GAME are the same. Eoth of them have 26
terms, but the weights of the terms are very different.
There are "FOS20", "POSie", "P0S5", "P0S21", "P0S4",
"PCS19", "PCS22", "P0S12", "TOTAIFT", "CONTINPT", "OVER
LOAD", "closeout", "eeenhit", "hitoppcnt", "oblotout",
"xelctcut", "innerblot", "oinbar", "deadchecker",
"buiiders", "duplication", "diverse", "cblocked",
"xelccked", "middlemen".
Most of their terms are the same as those terms
which were used in RUNNING GAME. These terms include
"PCS20", "P0S16", "P0S5", "P0S21", "P0S4", "P0S19",
"PCS22", "E0S12", "TOTALPT", "CONTINPT", "OVERLOAD",
"eeenhit", "hitoppcnent", "obiotout", "xblotout",
"innerblot", "oinbar", "deadchecker", "builders",
"dupiication", "diverse", "xeiocked", "oblocked", "mid
dlemen", etc. There are two other terms also used in
HOLDING GAME and ATTACKING GAME strategies. One is
"CLOSEOUT", it is a term to set up builders on X's outer
board in order to establish a prime in X's inner board.
It will find out the unoccupied position(s) in X's inner
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board, and how many X's builders within 6 pips range in
front of these positions. The more builders that X
have, the higher positive value this term will return.
"HITMEN", in RUNNING GAME, those X's checkers that in
the opponent's inner board are considered as very tad
factors to X. Because when they move toward X's inner
hoard, they are very easy teen hit ty the opponent. But
in HOLDING GAME and ATTACKING GAME, it is not such case.
These checkers tecome an asset for X, they are like guns
thta point to the opponent's head when the opponent
moves his checkers toward his inner board, so these X's
back checkers should tries to stay at their position as
long as possible, and in the right time to hit the
opponent's blot(s).
There are two other strategies used in the end game
(when X starts to bear in and bear off his checkers) -
These are the BEAR IN and BEAR OFF strategies. EEAR IN
strategy will be used when most of X's checkers are in
his inner board with only a few left outside his inner
board. This strategy deals with how to bear X's checkers
into his inner board with or without opposition. It is
also necessary to distinguish between wanting to save a
gammon or win a race while bearing in. There are 9 terms
were used in EEAR IN polynomial, they include: "MOVEIN-
SIDE", "CROSSOVER",
"iNNERBOARD"
, "OUTERDIV", "LASTTWC",
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"OILCTOUT", "INNERPTS", "XINBLCT", "CIEARR IGHTMOST".
The 'MOVEINSIDE", is consider if X has the danger of
been gammoned, then X should not waste any pips in his
inner board, but move them all in the outer board. In
any single rolls, the more individual outer board move
ment, the more higher positive value this term will
return. "CROSSOVER", this term considers to maximize the
number of cross-overs (checkers moves from one quadrant
to another). Each cross-over should be made as effi
ciently as possible, in other words, move 1 or 2 pips
into the next quadrant, not 6.
"INNERBOARD"
, if X have
the danger of been gammoned, X should try to bring all
of tis checkers to the 19 point in order to use his pip
numbers as efficient as possible. If it is a simple
race, X should evenly spread his checkers between posi
tion 19 and 22. "CUTERDIV", this term considers that
trying to diverse X's outer board checkers, in order to
bear in different positions in X's inner board that will
enable X to bear off his checkers more easily.
"LASTTWO", when X has only one roll left to bear in all
of his checkers, it is not necessary correct to play
every pip outside, using dice number to fill up X's
inner board gaps will be more important.
"0BL0T0UT"
is
the same term that used in the RUNNING GAME strategy.
"INNERPTS", will count how many points that X had occu
pied in his inner board. The more points that X had
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occupied, the higher positive value this term will
return. "XINBIOT", will counting how many X's blot(s)
are in his inner board, if there is possible contact
between these blot(s) and the opponent's checkers, this
term will return a very high negative value. "CLEAR-
RIGETMOST", if there is possible contact between X and
the opponent's checkers, and X must break one of his
point, then clear the rightmost point is the best
choice.
The last strategy used in the program is the BEAR
OFF strategy. There are 13 terms used in BEAR OFF stra
tegy polynomial. They are 'TAKEOFF", "FILLGAp",
"spreadout", "offbeenhit", "searemen", "dandermen",
"ciearrightmost", "innergap", "icrcego", "oblotout",
"INNERPTS", "EVENMEN", 'XINBLCT". Four of them already
have been used in the EEAR IN strategy, "CIEARRIGHT
MOST", "OBLOTOUT", "INNERPTS", "XINBLCT". The other nine
terms include: "TAKEOFF", this term will counting the
total checkers numbers that X had born off in one roll.
Of course, the more checkers that X had born off, the
more chance X will win. "FILLGAP", if there is no possi
ble contact between X and the opponent's checkers, and X
cannot use all his dice numters tc bear off his check
ers, then fills in his inner board gap(s) will also con
sider a good move. "SFFEADOUT", this term will consider
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to distribute X's inner board checkers. If there is no
possible contact, X should try to distribute his inner
board checkers evenly on his inner board, in order that
any dice number he rolls can bear some of his checkers
off. "OFFBEENHIT", when the opponent still have some
checker(s) in X's inner board, then X's inner board
blct(s) are very dangerous, especi-ally when opponent has
a prime in his inner board. In such case, this term will
return a very high negative value. "SPAREMEN", this term
will try to avoid having too many X's checkers landing
on any one point that from board position 19 to 22. If
any one of these positions has 4 or more X's checkers,
or from position 23 to 24, any one of these positions
has more than 2 X's checkers, then this term will return
a negative value. "DANGERMEN", if there is possible con
tact between X and the opponent, and the rightmost X's
inner board point has an odd number of X's checker(s),
then the checkers on this point will be considered very
dangerous. Because in the next few rolls, X would have
tc leave a blot en this point. But one situation can
save this disaster, that is if X's second rightmost or
third rightmost inner board point also has an odd number
of checker(s) on it, then the rightmost single isolated
or spare checker will te saved. "INNERGAP", if there is
possible contact, then if X have some gap(s) in his
inner board will be very dangerous between X's inner
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board checkers and his opponent. Because X will be
forced to leave some blot(s) in the next few rolls. The
large a gap is, the more danger it will be, the lower a
gap (near 24? point) is, the more danger it will be.
"FCRCEGO", if the opponent have only one checker left
deeply in X's inner board (on position 23 or 24), and X
is ahead in the game, X should try to hit this blot and
on the opponent's next roll, if he rolls a big number,
he will be forced to move this checker to seme positions
not so deep in X's inner board. X will be much safer to
bear off the rest of his checkers. "EVENMEN", when X
needs less than 25 pip numbers to bear off his remaining
checkers, X should try to keep even checker number on
the toard. By this way, X can save an extra move to bear
off a single last checker off the board and waste half
roll of the last roll.
7.6- APPROXIMATE DECISION MAKING TIME
The times needed for the program to select a move
will depending on the number of all the next legal
moves. Normally, rolling doubles will need more time
than rolling two different dice numbers and small dice
numbers will need more time than large dice numbers.
From my experience, decision making never took more than
5 seconds and usually only about 1 or 2 seconds. Compare
this with human speed which is usually
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about 20 seconds. We must admit, then, that the
machine's thinking speed is considerably faster than the
human's thinking speed.
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Opponent rolls 5, X rolls 6, X moves first
ROLL TERM DICE NUMEERS MOVE
1 X \[6,5] 1-7 7-12
2 0 \:e,i: 13-7 8-7
3 x \:s.i: 17-20 19t20
4 o \
'5.4"
13-8 13-9
c x \:5,5: [ 12-17 12-17 17-22 17-22
6 0 :s,2: 9-4 6-4
7 x \
'6, '
\ 1-3 3-9
8 0 4,2; 1- 13-9 13-11
9 X
[ ,3'
0-3 12-16
10 0 >,i: ! 9-5 6-5
11 X :e,4: 3-9 9-13
12 0 '6,6 24-18 24-18 8-2 8-2
13 X ^ 12-17 13-16
14 0 1 '5,4 8-3 7-3
15 X \
4,4'
12-16 12-16 16-20 16-20
16 0 3,1 11-6 7-6
17 X \ :s,4: 16-21 16-20
18 0 :e,4: 18-12 18-14
19 X \ 5 4 17-22 17-21
20 0 \
:4,*3:
14-10 8-5
21 X \
'4,1'
17-21 22-23
22 0
'5,3'
10-5 12-9
23 X \
'5,4'
! 20-off 21-off
24 0
6,2:
9-3 2-off
25 X
'5,5'
20-off 20-off 20-off 20-cff
26 0 \
'6,5'
6-off 5-off
27 X J 6,i; 19-off 19-20
28 0 \ '7 T
'
3-off 3-off 3-off 6-3
29 X \>,3] 21-off 22-off
30 0 \
'
c 4 5-off 4-off
31 X
^3'
19-off 22-off
32 0 \
'5,2'
5-cff 2-off
33 X :e,2: 19-off 23-off
34 0 :e.4: 5-off 4-off
35 X \:e,i; 20-off 21-22
36 0
'5,4'
6-1 6-2
37 X
3,2'
\ 22-off
PROGRAM WINS TEE GAME
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Opponent rolls 2, X rolls 1, opponent moves first.
roll turn dice numbers move
1 0 \:2,i] 8-6 6-5
2 X \
.2,3] 12-14 12-15
3 0 {6,5] 24-18 18-13
4 X {6,1] 14-20 19-20
K 0 "6,1]\ 13-7 6-5
6 X
'1, '
15-16 16-17 17-18 17-18
7 0
[4,3'
7-3 6-3
6 X '4,5 12-16 12-17
9 0 :3,3: 13-10 13-10 13-10 6-3
10 X [2,1 12-14 19-20
11 0 [3,4; 24-21 10-6
12 X
[5,1"
\ 16-21 20-21
13 0
2,2!
L 25-23 13-11 13-11 10-8
14 X 3,3 \ 1-4 4-7 7-10 14-17
15 0
5,6'
opponent concedes this move
16 X [4,1: \ 19-23 23-24
17 0 [6,3: ^ 25-22
18 X 1,2 \ 21-22 22-24
19 0 3,4 ^ 25-22 25-21
20 X '3,6: X concedes this move
21 0
.4'
8-5 5-1
22 X \
;3,5'
X concedes this move
23 0 1,6[ 8-7 7-1
24 X [1,5[ X concedes this move
25 0 '5,4 21-16 16-12
26 X \ '2,5 0-2
27 o \[3,6; 11-8 11-5
28 X \ 6,6[ X concedes this move
29 0 \ 1,1[ 5-4 4-3 3-2 3-2
30 X \
,4'
0-4
31 0 \ 3,3[ 12-9 9-6 8-5 e-5
32 X '2,5 X concedes this move
33 0 J
1,3'
5-4 4-1
34 X '4,6 0-4
0 [1,6[ 22-16 16-15
36 X \ X concedes this move
37 0 i!l.3] 5-4 4-1
38 X \[1,6] X concedes this move
39 o ^[4,1[ 15-11 11-10
40 X 1[4,1 0-4
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41 0 {5,2
42 X {3,6
43 0 {5,2
44 X {1,3
45 0 {2,1
46 X {2,4
47 0 {2,2
48 1 {3,2
49 0 r ** rto , J
50 X {4,4
51 0 {2,4
52 X* {2,6
at 0 {5,6
54 X {6,6
55 0
56 X {.1,2
57 0
58 X {1,5
59 0
60 X {4,5
61 0
62 X {6,3
63 0
64 X {6,3
65 0
66 X {2,5
67 0 {3,4
68 X {1,5
69 0
70 X {1,4
71 0 {1,5
72 X {3,4
73 0 {5,6
74 X {3,4
75 0 {6,4
76 X
77 0 It K
78 X
J"
p K
79 0 {5,6
80 X f "* 4.
10-5 5-3
X concedes this move
5-off 5-3
X concedes this move
3-1 1-off
0-4
2-0 2-0 3-1 3-1
0-3 3-5
25-22 6-1
17-21 17-21 18-22 18-22
25-23 6-2
5-7 17-23
opponent concedes this move
4-10 4-10 10-16 17-23
opponent concedes this move
16-17 17-19
opponent concedes this move
7-8 8-13
opponent concedes this move
10-14 14-19
opponent concedes this move
13-19 19-22
opponent concedes this move
19-22 19-off
opponent concedes this move
19-21 19-24
opponent concedes this move
20-21 20-off
25-19 19-16
24-off 21-off
16-15 15-10
22-off 21-off
10-5 6-off
22-off 21-off
6-off 5-1
21-off 22-off 22-off 23-off
2-off 1-off
23-off 24-off
1-off 1-off
24-off
Program wins the game
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